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Introduction 

Three million, three hundred thousand working men and women (one third of the adult 

population) signed the petition in support of “The Charter” presented to the British Parliament 

in 1842. The “Leviathan Petition” was so large it could not fit through the door of the legislature 

to whom it was addressed.2 Second of the petitioner’s six points was the right to vote in secret, 

via a ballot. This was a well thought out demand - with detailed diagrams of the design of the 

polling place, and the process of balloting, included in publications of the “The Charter.” The 

aim of this institutional reform was clear – it was to foreclose the ability of powerful actors to 

intimidate or bribe voters and thereby corrupt elections. The introduction of the secret ballot 

was intended to make the concurrent demand for the extension of the franchise a meaningful 

exercise in political empowerment. 

Despite the political and physical weight of the petition of 1842 (which was six miles 

long and weighed 300 kilograms) it was another thirty years before the secret ballot was 

adopted in the UK through the Ballot Act of 1872. The Chartists long and perilous struggle for 

the secret ballot is emblematic of similar struggles by working men and women in many 

emerging democracies. Subsequent studies indicate their collective agitation was well placed. 

Incidents of intimidation and corruption declined, though were not completely eradicated 

(vote-buying was substituted with “treating” and “turn-out buying” in some contexts”), upon 

the introduction of the ballot. The secret ballot unequivocally reduced the opportunity for 

                                                      
2 Chase, Malcolm, “The Chartist Petition of 1842 - News from Parliament.” UK Parliament, 
www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/petitions-committee/petition-of-the-
month/1842-chartist-petition/. 
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domination of voters, and for some signaled the beginning of modernity with respect to 

elections (Rokkan xxx). 

When celebrity Justin Timberlake snapped a “ballot selfie” and published it on social 

media he was attempting to “Rock the Vote” and mobilize the masses to head to the polls for 

the 2016 US Presidential election.3 It was, in the modern and hence relatively coercion free 

electoral context Timberlake enjoyed, a somewhat innocuous and public-spirited act. Why not 

use the contemporary penchant for “sharing” and publicity to encourage ordinary folks to cast 

a ballot? It is ironic that in an attempt to empower “the people” Timberlake, and others who 

jumped on the “ballot selfie” band-wagon, undermined in an instant the hard-won privilege of 

secrecy in elections prior generations had secured. The ballot-selfie craze did however draw 

attention to legal questions related to secrecy and publicity in elections and sparked political 

debate about a venerable political institution that is frequently taken for granted. 

The public, politicians and legal scholars, are all divided on the question of whether 

ballot selfies are a public good or an opportunity to erode progress toward free and fair 

elections.  On one side of the debate are those who uphold ballot booth photo’s as an act of 

political expression -  an educative celebration of voting that may encourage turnout. Their 

critics argue that such images are a potential pathway to vote-buying and electoral corruption 

even if such practices are not currently wide-spread in contemporary developed democracies. 

At base, all participants in the debate are concerned with the strength and quality of 

democracy.  

                                                      
3 New York Times, Room for Debate, “Are Voting Booth Selfies Fun or Dangerous,” New York Times November 11 

2016, Web accessed March 2 2018 
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The rise of “ballot-selfies” is illustrative of a wider-trend of innovations and social 

reforms that are eliminating or jeopardizing the use of secrecy to prevent intimidation of 

voters. These institutional and legal changes are often adopted with only passing thought to 

their impact on the secret ballot. They are bolstered by shifts in social attitudes and practices 

that emphasize convenience and free expression, and a collective memory that has long 

forgotten widespread election day corruption. It seems that the very success of ballot secrecy 

means that its consequences are taken for granted.   Often, though not always, the new 

practices and institutions that erode the secret ballot are justified, akin to “ballot selfies,” 

because they will increase electoral participation.  

In this paper, we contend that innovating in ways that undercut the secret ballot is a 

mistake. At the same time, we recognize the limitations of secrecy to protect voters from 

intimidation. By analyzing how the secret ballot works to promote freedom of choice for the 

electorate, we illustrate the instances where it fails and the incompleteness of its reach. We 

argue that (with few exceptions) the optimal way to ensure citizens can cast ballots free from 

domination is to preserve mandatory secret balloting using the “Australian” ballot and 

supplement it with compulsory voting at public polling places. By the “Australian” ballot, we 

mean that voters are not only afforded a private place to mark their ballot paper, but also that 

all candidates are listed on one ballot that is printed at public expense and that the ballots are 

only available at the polling place. Complementing this form of secret balloting with mandatory 

voting means that voters cannot be dominated with respect to their vote choice once they are 

at the polls, or their choice regarding whether or not to cast a ballot.  
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Such a coupling of institutional mechanisms combining mandatory secrecy and 

mandatory publicity at different stages of the voting process has several potential advantages. 

Most importantly it forecloses both vote-buying and turnout buying (which is often used as a 

substitute by powerful actors). The secret ballot protects individuals - preserving their freedom 

of vote choice by preventing them from credibly revealing it. Mandatory voting at public polling 

places protects members of identifiable groups from the corrupting influence of those who 

would like them either to vote, or refrain from doing so. In so doing it works to ensure the 

electorate more completely represents “the public” from which it is drawn as the collective 

voice of one group cannot be diluted by the domination of members of a more powerful one. 

 A second advantage of our proposal is that It should appeal both to those concerned 

with corruption at the polls and their adversaries who seek to encourage participation through 

innovations such as vote-by-mail, electronic voting, and ballot selfies that threaten the secret 

ballot. Preserving confidentiality in the polling booth sustains election integrity. While making 

voting in public spaces compulsory is a cost-effective way to increase turnout. Finally, we 

suggest our proposal would, in the process of preserving the integrity of democratic decision-

making, heighten the civic nature of election day and celebrate the franchise.  

For all these reasons, our argument seems especially critical at a time when resource 

inequalities, amplified partisan rancor, racial tensions, and civic mistrust, have increased the 

stakes of electoral participation. Concurrently our present political context provides new 

opportunities and incentives for employers, partisans, and other power-brokers to seek to 

influence electoral outcomes. Vote buying and turnout buying maybe relatively rare in the US, 

UK and other advanced democracies, but the same is not true in all formally democratic nations 
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(Mares and Young, 2016). There are also signs (employers, for example, are increasingly making 

concerted efforts to influence their US workers political behavior) that what we currently take 

for granted, voting largely absent of direct coercion, may be lost if we do not careful consider 

the consequences of electoral reforms and societal norms. 

The remainder of the paper expands upon, and offers support for, the argument we 

have just sketched out.  The first section provides background on the secret ballot from its 

contested introduction, to its acceptance as the hallmark of democracy and its potential 

contemporary erosion. The second and third sections address normative concerns and provide 

our rational as to why the secret ballot advances the democratic ideal of non-domination that 

we endorse even as it faces challenges from advocates of other normative persuasions. The 

fourth and fifth sections analyzes the strategic structure of the secret ballot and explores how it 

works to protect voters, as well as how it fails to do so. The final section [WHICH YOU WILL 

NOTE DOES NOT EXIST] reiterates our contention that combining mandatory secret ballots and 

mandatory electoral participation in public polling stations is a formidable combination with 

respect to upholding the integrity of the “voice of the people.”  

 

1: Background … The Origins, Laudation and Erosion of the Secret Ballot. 
 

The secret ballot has had a curious history. It has gone from being a radical and highly 

contested institutional reform among mid 19th century democrats to being seen a century later 

as an essential feature of any effective democratic polity (Buchstein 2015). In recent decades 

secrecy when casting a ballot is eroding, at least in the sense that it is mandatory and as such 

can be guaranteed. In the US election of 2016, approximately a quarter of votes cast were 
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either in the form of absentee ballots (18%) or in the three states where voting is entirely by 

mail (8%) (Election Assistance Commission).4 In the UK Parliamentary election of 2017, postal 

voting increased to 18% of the electorate.5  

Under such circumstances, confidentiality while voting cannot be assured – votes are 

not immediately public (as in the manner say of voice votes or a show of hands) but they can be 

revealed either voluntarily or under-pressure. They are, in the words of one scholar of the 

ballot, “observable.” (Buchstein, 2015).  

Voting from your home via the internet is another much lauded possibility to increase 

convenience and lower the “cost of voting” but here too voters are “remote” from the 

protection of mandatory secrecy. Past experience might suggest that the conveniences of these 

new ways to vote maybe transmuted into inconveniences by powerful actors as they become 

more familiar and opportunities for domination are exploited. 

 Elections prior to the introduction of the secret ballot were a source of much needed 

income for some of the population, for others they were perilous affairs, while for many they 

provided an opportunity to feast and make merry at the expense of candidates and their 

agents. Scholars have documented a vibrant market in votes in British elections prior to the 

introduction of ballot secrecy; wherein prices for votes were carefully calibrated to local 

                                                      
4 Colorado, Washington and Oregon are vote by mail states. 27 states and D.C. allow for “no-excuse” absentee 

ballots. For data on state laws regarding absentee and mail votes see the National Conference of State 
Legislatures’ Early and Absentee Voting Page (http://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/absentee-
and-early-voting.aspx). For data on the volume of absentee and mail votes see Election Assistance Commission, 
White Paper “EAVS Deep Dive: Early, Absentee and Mail Voting” 
(https://www.eac.gov/documents/2017/10/17/eavs-deep-dive-early-absentee-and-mail-voting-data-statutory-
overview/) Oct 17, 2017 (accessed March 7th 2018) 
5 The Electoral Commission  “UK Parliamentary General Election, June 2017”, June 2017 

(https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/234976/UKPGE-2017-electoral-data-
report.pdf) (accessed March 7th 2018) 

http://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/absentee-and-early-voting.aspx
http://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/absentee-and-early-voting.aspx
https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/234976/UKPGE-2017-electoral-data-report.pdf
https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/234976/UKPGE-2017-electoral-data-report.pdf
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prevailing wages and the competitiveness of the race (Kam 2017, Kasara and Mares 2017). 

Intimidation by landlords, clerics, and employers where also common features of British 

elections prior to the Ballot Act, while in Germany vote buying was relatively rare but economic 

coercion by employers was common (Kasara and Mares, 2017). In both France and Germany 

government workers were used as brokers to intimidate the electorate (Mares, 2015).  

In the US, before the Australian ballot was adopted by states between 1880 and 1917, it 

was primarily political parties and their agents who shaped the electorate using illicit means. 

Vote buying and “treating” were popular but coercion was also a tool used to dominate voters; 

For many men…the act of voting was a social transaction in which they handed in a party 
ticket in return for a glass of whiskey, a pair of boots, or a small amount of money…Other 
men came to the polls with friends and relatives…these friends and relatives pressured, 
cajoled, and otherwise persuaded these men to vote a particular ticket…In other cases, 
fathers and brothers threatened “trouble in the family” if their sons and siblings voted 
wrong. In addition, men belonging to ethnic and religious communities monitored their 
fellow countrymen and coreligionists with social ostracism serving as the penalty for 
transgressing party lines. Some employers, particularly landlords and farmers, watched 
how their employees voted, exploiting the asymmetries in their economic 
relationship…The American polling place was thus a kind of sorcerer’s workshop in which 
the minions of opposing parties turned money into whiskey and whiskey into votes. This 
alchemy transformed the great political economic interests of the nation, commanded by 
those with money, into the prevailing currency of the democratic masses. Whiskey, it 
seems, bought as many, and perhaps far more, votes than the planks in party platforms 
(Bensel, 24). 
 

The importance of ballot and polling place design is illustrated by the fact that intimidation of 

voters in the US states was made possible because ballots were printed and distributed by 

political parties. Such ballots were generally color coded and readily identifiable. A man wishing 

to vote did not have to raise his hand or state his preference in the traditional open manner – 

but he did have to place his chosen ballot into the ballot window, and as such his vote 
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preference was visible to party operatives and other interested parties. The atmosphere around 

the polling place was by many accounts formidable: 

Violence and intimidation were usually restricted to the immediate vicinity of the polling 
place… It was only when men approached the polls that partisans began to construct them 
as allies or enemies. The social setting around the precinct then became a highly charged 
ethnic, religious, and ideological battleground in which individuals were stereotyped as 
friend or foe on the basis of their clothing, accent, or skin color. Under the informal 
conventions of the period, election etiquette required only that a “man of ordinary 
courage” be able to make his way to the voting window…Those men too timid to meet this 
condition could not rightfully claim, under the social practices and understandings of the 
time, that their right to vote had been denied (Bensel, 12). 
 

These vivid descriptions of late nineteenth century US elections are compiled from testimony of 

voters at the time. They echo accounts of the “free beer and rioting” associated with Australian 

elections in days before ballot reform (Sawer 2001). The unruly nature of elections prior to the 

“veiling of the vote” was so ubiquitous that tales of the raucous hustings and intimidating 

crowds of onlookers (many who lacked the franchise) filled with free-flowing liquor can be 

found in the nineteenth century novels of Dickens and Eliot among others (Sawer 2001, 5). 

 While the perpetrators and form of intimidation and bribery in elections differed 

across national contexts the tactics and strategies had a common theme. They exploited power 

and resource differentials along with the fact that voters could not reliably conceal their 

selections on ballots, to illicitly dominate the electorate. The seemingly simple solution to this 

problem – the introduction of secret voting – was not so simple, nor was it readily 

implemented. It took prolonged campaigns and political actions in many nations before a wave 

of reforms in the late nineteenth century brought the Australian Ballot first to its namesake 

nation and subsequently to other democratizing polities including the US and UK (Brent 2006). 

Other countries, such as Germany, adopted secret voting at around the same time, but did not 
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adopt the Australian ballot and thus further reforms were often needed in these nations to 

ensure ballot secrecy (Mares, 2015).  

 It would be nice to believe that it was the force of normative ideals and the desire 

to register the undominated “voice of the people” that pushed politicians to legislate 

mandatory secrecy at the polls. However, a contrary and perhaps unsurprising theme is 

emerging from studies exploring the causal story behind this democratizing reform. While 

modernization – economic development, increased access to education, and urbanization – 

served as a catalyst to the introduction of ballot secrecy, it was an in-direct one. The more 

proximate causal story is political rather than economic. Modernization it seems strengthened 

the hand of elites pushing for ballot reforms as the efficacy of strategies used to dominate 

voters in the open ballot system was undermined (Aidt and Jensen 2017, Kasara and Mares 

2017, Kam 2017, Teorell et al 2017, Ware 2006). Where vote-buying was common 

modernization increased the price of votes. In other contexts economic coercion of voters was 

undercut by increased occupational options that accompanied diversification in the economy. 

The common theme here is that extant strategies used to dominate voters lost their efficacy, 

thus opposition to secret balloting diminished. In some cases those who had benefitted from 

the open ballot shaped the reforms which instantiated secret voting in ways that continued to 

offer them advantages (Ware 2006, Mares and Young 2016). 

 If normative ideals were not the motivating force behind the introduction of ballot 

secrecy we can nevertheless find justification for the institution on consequentialist grounds. 

Studies exploring the impact of ballot secrecy uniformly document a reduction in bribery and 

corruption (Cox and Kousser 1981, Kam 2017, Kam 2017, Kasara and Mares 2017, Teorell et al 
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2017, Mares and Young 2015). However, these works also highlight the fact that protecting the 

electorate with secrecy at the poll is not a panacea for removing coercion and corruption in 

elections. Powerful actors responded to the “veiling of the vote” by switching to more costly or 

less efficacious modes of illicit influence such as “turnout buying,” turnout suppression, ballot 

box stuffing, and registration and ballot fraud (Cox and Kouser 1981, Gingerich 2013, Kam 2017, 

Kasara and Mares 2017, Kuo and Teorell 2017, Mares 2015, Teorell et al 2017).  The fact that 

the secret ballot creates a context where the “substitution effect” leads power brokers to 

attempt to manipulate turnout illustrates why, thinking normatively about democracy, it should 

be supplemented with compulsory turnout. 

 This point is further reinforced as the introduction of the Australian ballot had a 

historical impact on turnout. In many contexts the switch to a state printed ballot led to 

disenfranchisement of illiterate voters who were disproportionately poor and often from 

minority groups (Heckelman 2000, Heckelman 2013, Kousser 1974, Mares 2015). Indeed, in the 

US setting the question of whether such minority disenfranchisement was in fact the intended 

purpose of the introduction of the official ballot in the Southern states has attracted scholarly 

debate (Heckelman 2013). Beyond the U.S., Mares (2015) reports in a cross-national review 

article that “the evidence that vote buying is principally aimed at the poor is virtually 

uncontested,” although evidence of a bias toward the poor as targets of other coercive 

strategies is more contestable. Compulsory turnout is one way to overcome the potential 

introduction of bias in the electorate with secret voting. Of course, this may require the use of 

polling assistance to aide the less literate (that may open opportunity for new kinds of illicit 
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practices), or careful attention to ballot design and simplicity in communities where literacy 

rates are low to avoid spoiled and inaccurate ballot submissions (Gingerich 2013).    

Regardless of concerns about substitution effects and challenges presented to those 

who may struggle to read a state printed ballot, the important consequences of the secret 

ballot in democratic polities cannot be overlooked. Indeed, secret voting has large effects in 

general elections that are distinct from the effects induced by other sorts of electoral reforms 

such as franchise extensions. Przeworski (2015) estimates these effects by comparing the 

electoral fortunes of incumbents under secret and open voting. The intuition is that voters 

would be reluctant to openly vote against a sitting official. And his research suggests that in 

elections conducted under secret ballot, incumbents lose with considerably greater regularity 

than they do under open voting schemes.6 

It is surely due in part to such laudable consequences -  reducing electoral coercion and 

increasing electoral competition that secret voting was adopted as a “hallmark” of free and fair 

elections after its incorporation in the first wave of democracies in the late nineteenth century. 

Thus, the ballot’s transition from a radical proposal to an essential indicator of democratic 

legitimacy was complete. We can discern the final stages of this trajectory in the wording of 

international conventions. Hence, “Section 21 of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights states that elections should be held by ‘secret ballot or by equivalent free voting 

procedures.’ However, the 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights makes 

reference only to a ‘secret ballot’, as does the 1969 American Convention on Human Rights” 

                                                      
6 “Did secret ballots matter for the electoral chances of the incumbent? The answer is ‘enormously!’” 

(Przeworski 2015, 104). 
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(Crook and Crook 2011, 199n1).  A remarkably similar pattern emerges in sub-national contexts 

as well.  Consider American labor law. While the Wagner Act (1935), which established the 

institutional framework for collective bargaining, sanctioned a range of decision-making 

mechanisms in union certification elections, the Taft-Hartley reforms (1947) mandate that such 

decisions be made only via secret ballot elections (Orr 2011; 2012, 303). Over the course of the 

20th century, it seems, the secret ballot became a nearly obligatory feature of ‘free and fair’ 

elections and, thereby, of democracy. 

Given the exalted position of ballot secrecy in multiple international frameworks for 

democratic rights and its inclusion in the constitution of many states, one might question why 

we need to present an argument in its defense. The short answer is that the secret ballot is 

under considerable pressure from the forces of technology, social norms, and convenience. It is 

under pressure from technology and social norms just insofar as voters, as highlighted above, 

are able to use a cell phone to produce a ‘selfie’ with their completed ballot. They might do so 

even in the ‘privacy’ of the voting booth. And they might use the resulting image to satisfy 

someone who has offered to pay for their vote or who has threatened them unless they cast 

their vote a certain way.  

Ballot secrecy is under pressure from the need for convenience insofar as voters avail 

themselves of schemes of absentee or postal voting. Again, I may vote in the privacy of my 

home. But I then might allow some interested party to witness how I complete my ballot. I 

might allow this because I have been offered an inducement or because I’ve been threatened. 

In either case, privacy does not facilitate secrecy. Indeed, it renders it especially precarious. This 

is a special cause for concern as absentee and postal voting is on the rise. Absentee balloting 
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which was created to facilitate the votes of those serving in the military, and as such was 

narrowly tailored to those aims, has transformed in many states to a program to make voting 

expedient for those who find attending the polling place a burden. In a majority of states in the 

US for example, citizens can request a “no-excuse” absentee ballot and vote by mail. In some 

states, they can be added to a “permanent absentee” list and have their ballot sent to their 

home for every subsequent election.7 In three states, Oregon, Washington and Colorado all 

votes are by mail. The penchant for convenience coupled with technology in the form of 

internet voting is not yet widespread with only Estonia using it in both local and national 

elections – but it has been the subject of much experimentation. As mentioned earlier, it too 

sacrifices certain secrecy for privacy and convenience when voting. 

Finally, and arguably of less concern ballot secrecy is under pressure from social norms 

and a laudable desire for inclusiveness that requires accommodating the special needs of aged 

or disabled citizens (Van Hagan 2005). The former might vote from, say, a nursing home but 

only with some assistance. The latter might take advantage of mandates requiring accessibility 

at the polls but might also require assistance. In either instance, accommodating the aged or 

disabled would very likely facilitate the revelation of how they voted. 

For all these reasons the protection of ballot secrecy that was historically so hard won, is 

being undermined. It is something that was once so controversial but has now become so 

common place that it is unremarkable and hence overlooked. Ironically the very success of the 

Australian ballot in advanced democracies has created a relatively coercion free electoral 

                                                      
7 http://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/absentee-and-early-voting.aspx 
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context such that’s its erosion meets limited resistance. We would like to suggest this is a 

mistake. 

2: Secret Voting Among Political Theorists: Advocates 

The historical vicissitudes of the secret ballot, unsurprisingly, are reflected in the work of 

prominent contemporary political theorists. There are those who advocate for secrecy as 

essential to the legitimacy of elections. Yet others are critical, on various grounds, of the secret 

ballot. In this section and the next we address each group in turn. In this section, we consider 

the views of two theorists who between them illustrate the complexities, normative and 

analytical, involved in justifying the secret ballot. We then sketch a view of non-domination as a 

criterion for justifying secret voting that addresses these complexities. That sets the 

groundwork for our own constructive argument.  

Consider first Robert Dahl. He includes “free, fair and frequent elections” as among the 

handful of institutions necessary to democracy in any modern, large-scale polity. Dahl is no 

utopian. He grounds his claim of “necessity” on a combination of historical reflection and 

empirical observation. His claim nevertheless is inescapably normative. He spells out the 

requirement this way: “Elected officials are chosen in frequent and fairly conducted elections in 

which coercion is comparatively uncommon” (Dahl 1998, 84-5). It is here, with the notion that 

in a democracy the fairness of elections demands votes should be cast in a free or un-coerced 

manner, that we see the need for the secret ballot as quite specific institutional mechanism. 

How best to implement free and fair elections is not obvious. In the late nineteenth 
century, the secret ballot began to replace a public show of hands. Although open 
voting still has a few defenders, secrecy has become the general standard; a country in 
which it is widely violated would be judged as lacking free and fair elections (Dahl 1998, 
96). 
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In sum, for Dahl, democracy demands free and fair elections. The latter in turn presuppose a 

particular institutional mechanism – the secret ballot. This seemingly simple inference, as it 

turns out, remains a complex requirement. 

We glimpse a portion of this complexity in Dennis Thompson’s (2002) brief for Just 

Elections. He too casts the consequences of implementing the secret ballot in the first instance 

in terms of insuring freedom. He claims: 

Any adequate principle of free choice should . . . condemn intimidation, extortion, 
bribery, and other manifestly improper forms of influence on candidates and voters. The 
overt forms of improper pressure are less prevalent than they used to be. Although 
occasional transgressions still occur, the systematic violations common in the past are 
rare. Thanks to the secret ballot citizens cast their ballots without fear of retaliation (or 
hope of reward). Thanks to the increased regulation of campaigns and elections, 
candidates and voters usually participate without fear of intimidation (Thompson 2002, 
66). 
 

Two things stand out in this passage. First, Thompson explicitly expands the range of 

interferences to which voters might be susceptible from a narrow concern with specific 

coercive threats that Dahl notes to include more diffuse threats (extortion, intimidation) as well 

as offers (bribes). As will become clear, we think he is right to do so because it allows us to 

discern more clearly the domain within which we can expect the secret ballot to operate 

efficaciously. Second, and perhaps more importantly, Thompson prompts us to ask how the 

secret ballot operates to mitigate such interference and thereby enhance free choice. 

Elsewhere he allows, “the principle of free choice does not preclude deciding to limit some 

choices for the purpose of enhancing others” (Thompson 2002, 36, 67). Once we more closely 

examine just how the secret ballot operates it becomes clear that it restricts choice in just the 
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manner Thompson allows. It enhances the liberty voters only because it restricts what they are 

free to do. In that sense, the relationship of secret voting to freedom is not straightforward. 

 We believe the most useful way to grasp both the workings of the secret ballot and its 

multifaceted relationship to freedom is to invoke the idea of non-domination. In this respect, 

we are heavily indebted to Shapiro (2012). On his account, non-domination is relatively non-

committal, modest, and reactive. It is non-committal to the extent that invoking non-

domination does not entail any specific view of other political principles such as equality or 

freedom.8 It is modest insofar as, while presuming that we might design institutional 

mechanisms that protect individuals and groups from domination, it does not presume it is 

possible or desirable to delineate what just political-economic institutional arrangements would 

look like in their entirety.9 Finally, non-domination is quite obviously reactive in that it takes our 

fundamental political task to be mitigating domination.  

 Here, of course, we confront the basic question: just what do you mean by domination? 

And here Shapiro (2012 306-10) is especially useful. On his account domination consists in 

particular sorts of threats to or constraints on or interferences with the freedom of identifiable 

individuals or groups. It is, in his words, “a particular type of unfreedom” (Shapiro 2012, 306). 

Four features of domination are important. First, the unfreedoms involved result from human 

                                                      
8 Among the considerable virtues of Shapiro’s argument is the way he articulates a conception of non-

domination that is disentangled from a variety of more encompassing theoretical approaches with which it 
often is associated – Republicanism (Pettit, Skinner), Critical Theory (Habermas), Postmodernism (Foucault), 
Liberal Egalitarianism (Rawls, Dworkin), and Communitarianism (Walzer). 
9 In fact, Shapiro plausibly argues that implementing one remedy for some form or instance of domination 

may well create opportunities for the emergence of other forms. In the current case this appears in the 
dynamic by which, when facing the emergence of secret voting, various agents shift their energies to other 
strategies for interfering with voter choice or to other forms of electoral fraud (e.g., Kamm 2017; Kuo & 
Teorell 2017). 
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agency or from arrangements essentially animated by the behavior of specifiable agents. 

Elections conducted via open voting, for instance, enable particular agents to dominate others 

by threatening, bribing, intimidating or extorting them.  

Second, the unfreedoms involved are, within broad constraints, subject to remedy.10 It 

is possible to diminish or mitigate domination if relevant others act or can be induced to act 

differently. In the case at hand, effective mechanisms of secrecy in voting can inoculate voters 

from domination by eliminating the ability of others to interfere with their vote. This centrally 

involves constraining the freedom of voters in order to disarm those who would interfere with 

their vote. But that, it turns out, is not especially troubling. 

Third, Shapiro rightly notes that not every exercise of power or constraint on liberty 

constitutes domination. Instead, domination results when some agents interfere with or restrict 

the freedom of others in a way he calls “illicit.” This obviously raises questions regarding who 

determines which exercises of power or constraints on freedom are illicit, which are not and 

which criteria are germane to making such determinations. For present purposes, it is plausible 

to suggest that “illicit” interference with voter choice typically involves threats or offers that 

trade on asymmetries of power or resources originating in other, non-electoral domains. Think 

here of bosses intimidating workers, lenders or landlords threatening creditors or tenants, 

religious leaders frightening the faithful, and so on.11  It is also plausible enough to suggest that 

while government officials or party functionaries are well situated to exercise domination in 

                                                      
10 Shapiro rightly notes that we might be mistaken about the remedy that is called for or that we may not 

(and perhaps cannot) know how to remedy domination in any given instance. 
11 As Mares & Young (2016) point out, among the important advances in recent years in the empirical study 

of “buying, expropriating and stealing votes” has involved expanding the range of agents who are the agents 
of domination in the electoral arena. 
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electoral contexts, so too are putatively “private” actors such as those we just mentioned. 

There obviously very much more to be said about all this. For now, we set that task aside. 

Finally, claims and counter-claims about domination are “rooted in the particular” 

(Shapiro 2012, 310). They are entangled in political-economic relations in specific more or less 

local contexts. As a result, determinations regarding domination and, if it exists, how it might be 

eliminated or mitigated trade less on approximating abstract ideals of freedom or equality or 

justice than on identifying and implementing specific institutional remedies and then attending 

to the bounds within which such remedies promise to be effective and past which we expect 

them to fail.12 To that end our defense of secret voting as a remedy for domination in electoral 

contexts requires that we attend to the details of its strategic structure. Before embarking on 

that constructive task, however, we first must consider the arguments of political theorists who 

are highly critical of the secret ballot. We do so in order to show that skeptics of secrecy in 

voting largely leave the primary reasons for defending it, specifically the threat of domination, 

intact. 

3: Secret Voting Among Political Theorists: Critics 

Not all political theorists hold the secret ballot in the same positive regard as do Dahl 

and Thompson.  Many others, if usually only in passing, disparage it. They tend to depict it as 

atomizing, isolating or privatizing and insist it subverts community, solidarity, a shared sense of 

justice and of the duties of citizenship.13 Consider one especially colorful example: 

                                                      
12 See Orr and Johnson (2018). 
13 See, in addition to those cited in the text, Hirschman (1984, 112-19); Offe (1992, 85-86); and Teuber 

(1980). Such contemporary assessments have an impressive genealogy among canonical political theorists 
such as J.S. Mill (Lever 2007) and Carl Schmitt (Buchstein 2002). 
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Voting – which is already the least significant act of citizenship in a democracy – has in 
America been stripped of almost all its pomp and ritual, largely in the name of the kind 
of efficiency symbolized by voting machines and the kind of privatism represented by 
the secret ballot. Voting should be an occasion for celebration as well as for choice … In 
contrast, our primary electoral act, voting, is rather like using a public toilet: we wait in 
line with a crowd, in order to close ourselves up in a small compartment where we can 
relieve ourselves in solitude and in privacy of our burden, pull a lever, and then, yielding 
to the next in line, go silently home. Because our vote is secret – “private” – we do not 
need to explain it to others (or, indeed, to ourselves) in a fashion that would require us 
to act publicly or politically (Barber 1984, 187-8). 

While this assessment stands out for its off-color imagery, it is not especially cogent. In the first 

place, it trades on a remarkably sanitized depiction of the actual practice of voting in American 

elections prior to the adoption of the secret ballot.14 Secondly, it runs together without 

argument sets of distinctions – most importantly that between public and private with that 

between secret and open voting – in ways that distort our understanding of voting and its 

vicissitudes. Finally, it overlooks the crucial insight that advocates of the secret ballot make: 

when properly implemented, secret voting actively prevents us from credibly revealing our 

vote. And in that sense, is a bulwark, albeit a partial one, against ongoing threats of political 

domination. 

We take up some of these themes in greater detail in subsequent sections. At present, 

they recommend that we consider one, more sustained, criticism of the secret ballot. What we 

                                                      
14 Not all critics of secret voting succumb to so sanitized a view of the past (e.g., Hirschman 1984, 118). The 

temptation nevertheless persists. It therefore is important to be clear about just how sanitized celebratory 
views like Barber’s view actually are.   

Here we are repeating a point made earlier. It nonetheless bears repeating. According to one recent 
history of democracy: “Until the advent of the Australian ballot, electoral contests everywhere in the world of 
emergent representative democracy were feverish struggles for power, conducted in broad daylight, among 
intimates, who were often inebriated.” The immediate lead-up to voting “was carried out in public by means 
of threats, nods and winks and Chinese whispers” in such a way that outcomes often were pre-ordained 
(Keane 2009, 527).  For the American case specifically see Bensel (2003) who vividly depicts the anarchic, 
arbitrary character of mid-19th century elections generally and of the process of casting a ballot at the polls in 
particular.  
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discover when we do so is that even political theorists who articulate more systematic 

criticisms of the secret ballot are reluctant to deny the strategic efficacy of secret voting as an 

antidote to electoral domination. Indeed, they do not repudiate secrecy in the alternative 

voting schemes they advance. Instead, they aim less to eliminate voting secrecy altogether than 

to incorporate it into one or another hybrid procedure that might mitigate its putative 

shortcomings. 

Perhaps the most prominent voices in the critical chorus are, Brennan and Pettit who 

advocate “unveiling the vote, relaxing the current rule of voting secrecy” (1990, 325). They 

present this as a remedy for what they deem a crucial false step in the historical development 

of democratic politics. And they do so in especially uncompromising terms: “The veiling of the 

vote was hailed in the nineteenth century as a triumph of democracy. It was nothing of the sort. 

It was a pyrrhic victory, which devalued the vote and alienated the citizenry. To hail such a 

result in the name of democratic ideals is either cynicism or ignorance” (1990, 332). We believe 

Brennan and Pettit are thoroughly mistaken. We cannot rehearse their complex argument here. 

We direct attention instead on three of its essential features.  

Consider first how Brennan and Pettit diagnose the problem the secret ballot poses. 

They set aside common social choice objections that the outcomes of democratic arrangements 

are unstable and manipulable.  Instead, they worry that because it diminishes dramatically the 

prospect of having to defend one’s political judgements, the secret ballot helps sustain a 

“culture of confidentiality” that, in turn, amplifies the propensity of voters to succumb to 

“electoral whim, prejudice, xenophobia, malice or caprice” (Brennan and Pettit 1990, 326). If 

we were to replace secret ballot with a scheme that makes voting “relatively public,” we would 
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encourage “the emergence of a more robust, republican form of democratic life” (Brennan and 

Pettit 1990, 328). In short, the secret ballot poses a dire threat to the legitimacy of democratic 

engagement and the outcomes it produces. 

Consider second, the remedy Brennan and Pettit propose. They do not recommend 

simply eliminating secrecy in favor of a return to open voting. 

We see no reason for voting to be viva voce, for voting to be done in the presence of 
anyone who wishes to observe, or for a record to be made of the votes cast by 
individual electors. We believe that voting should be organized in a manner which 
means simply that no one can be sure that how he votes will be hidden from his friends 
and associates. This could be ensured by an arrangement under which a number of 
voters are allowed at the same time into the polling station and each votes by an act 
which indicates his intention: if he votes for A he may have to go to one booth, for 
example, if for B he may have to go to another (Brennan and Pettit 1990 327). 

 
This institutional arrangement is not specified in much detail. But the aim is clear. Voting on this 

scheme is meant to encourage citizens to cast votes in a “discursively defensible” manner just 

insofar as “for every voter there is at least a chance that his friends and associates are in a 

position to know how he votes” (Brennan and Pettit 1990, 324, 326). The pressure on voters, 

then, is both ex post and uncertain, deriving from the prospect of having to justify one’s vote if 

challenged to do so.15  And this, according to Brennan and Pettit would go a considerable 

                                                      
15 Other critics of secret voting sketch similar arrangements. We lack the space to address these schemes in 

any detail. In no instance, however, do they recommend simply eliminating voting in secret and replacing it 
with open voting. For instance, Sturgis (2005, 18) argues for “public voting” in the sense “that in some cases a 
public record of how one votes (including whether or not one votes) should be published and easily 
available.” Yet, the alternative scheme he proposes nevertheless requires “that voting still be done in the 
privacy of a booth.” Likewise, Engelen and Nys (2013, 504) propose a voting procedure in which “people 
should cast their vote in complete secrecy (as they do now) but in full knowledge that they may have to 
defend and argue for it in the future” not under the gaze of identifiable, familiar others (e.g., family, friends, 
co-workers or employers) but in the context of an officially constituted assembly of randomly selected fellow 
citizens. In these arrangements, too, the pressure on voters is both ex post and uncertain. 
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distance toward mitigating the sorts of capricious voting decisions that they see as undermining 

democratic politics. 

Brennan and Pettit, then, suggest only that we render voting “relatively public” or that 

we embrace “a certain measure of open voting” (Brennan and Pettit 1990, 328). This brings us 

to final crucial feature of their argument. They advocate even the limited sort of open voting 

that they do subject to a very broad caveat, namely that in the contemporary world where 

polities are characterized by large, diverse constituencies, eliminating the secret ballot “would 

not introduce extra problems like bribery, blackmail and intimidation” (Brennan and Pettit 

1990, 312). The latter, of course, are among the primary reasons the secret ballot was 

introduced in the first place. And they are the grounds on which theorists like Dahl and 

Thompson insist on its continuing importance. Yet Brennan and Pettit simply presume that in 

large, diverse electorates, such factors represent considerably less of a problem than they have 

in the past.  

There are at least two reasons to find this presumption, and hence Brennan and Pettit’s 

broader case against the secret ballot, unpersuasive. First, even if we grant for purposes of 

argument that Brennan and Pettit are correct in sheer empirical terms, any observation about 

the relative state of electoral corruption in contemporary polities clearly is subject to significant 

concerns about endogeneity. After all, virtually all current electoral systems operate with one 

or another form of secret voting (Przeworski 2015,97). Hence any observation about currently 

existing patterns of electoral behavior will reflect that institutional fact (Mares & Young, 2016). 

The most plausible inference is not, as Brennan and Pettit would have it, that secret voting is 

unnecessary but that it has had crucial, if perhaps limited, salutary consequences. Among our 
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aims in what follows is to explore precisely the scope and limits of the protections the secret 

ballot affords. 

Second, there is ample reason to think that, as a matter of simple empirical observation, 

Brennan and Pettit’s characterization of the desirability of open voting in mass elections is 

questionable.16 Specifically, people do not in fact vote in large diverse populations. They vote in 

local districts, and such districts often are segregated, intentionally and otherwise, by race, 

class, religion, ethnicity etc. So, not only is there little pressure to vote in a discursively 

defensible way and thereby avoid the sorts of capriciousness about which Brennan and Pettit 

worry, it is likely that the “associates” who might inspect records of who voted how will quite 

plausibly be employers or bosses, local politicians and elites, landlords, lenders, officials and so 

forth. In short, one’s vote would be easily known to precisely the sorts of people who might 

retaliate against or compensate you for how you cast your vote. The pressure on voters, in 

other words, derives not from a diffuse and relatively benign “public” or “citizenry,” but from 

quite particular agents standing in a variety of quite specific relations to the individuals casting 

their votes, relations that are shot through with an entire range of vulnerabilities and 

dependencies. 

We will not examine critics of the secret ballot any further here. We obviously have 

articulated several criticisms of Brennan and Pettit and other advocates of open voting but our 

aim has not been to refute the critics in any simple sense. Instead, we simply hope to 

                                                      
16 Manin (2015) deflates arguments for doing away with the secret ballot in general elections in relatively 

short order. His reasons for dismissing Brennan and Pettit as well as other critics of the secret ballot revolve 
precisely around the implausibility of assuming away the dangers of electoral corruption. Empirical research 
supports Manin on this matter (Mares & Young 2016). 
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underscore a single point. If secret voting seems suspect, even its critics find it difficult to resist 

its attractions. And those attractions revolve around insulating voters from suspect forms of 

influence whether those be in the for of threats or promises and whether they be aimed at 

individuals or more diffusely at groups. The secret ballot, on our view, is a useful political 

technology precisely insofar as it promises to mitigate various forms of domination. 

This brings us to our subject in this paper – the strategic structure of the secret ballot. 

For it is only by examining this structure that we can see both the ways that this institutional 

mechanism operates to sustain political principles and the limits to its effectiveness. In the end, 

we think the expectations set for the secret ballot are overly inflated and that this distorts our 

understanding of how diverse the institutional structure of democratic decision-making might 

be. While much of our argument necessarily revolves around analytical and empirical matters 

our concerns primarily, are normative.   

 
4: The Strategic Structure of the Secret Ballot 
 

 We start with an irony. As a matter of historical observation, “there is arguably no such 

thing as the secret ballot” (Crowley 2006, 52).  Rather, the phrase ‘secret ballot’ is a label used 

to categorize a wide range of techniques for securing voters’ freedom of choice.17 This is not 

simply an historical curiosity.  It raises the question of which features of the secret ballot are 

                                                      
17 “A whole family of political techniques goes under the name ‘secret ballot.’ The US case . . . will offer some 

idea of the sheer range of possible implementations of one apparently simple idea: that citizens should cast 
their vote with reference only to their own judgment (Crowley 2006, 43). Compare Ware (2000).  

For the quite complex transnational context within which the secret ballot was adopted, and for the 
convergences and divergences that marked this process, see Crook and Crook (2007; 2011). Their account, if 
anything, amplifies the importance of seeing the “secret ballot” as a label for grouping a diverse set of 
institutional mechanisms. See also Yakobson (1995), Brent (2006), Mares (2015), as well as the various 
contributions to Bertrand, et. al. (2006) and Elster (2015). 
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effective in preventing or mitigating electoral corruption. This, in turn, demands two things. 

First, it requires that we examine the range of corrupt electoral practices, the various ways 

political domination can be exercised in this context. Second, it requires that we identify the 

institutional mechanisms embodied in various ways of implementing secrecy in voting and the 

conditions under which those mechanisms operate effectively. We take up these tasks in this 

section and the next. 

As a first cut, consider a plausible, generic characterization of the instrumental 

justification of the secret ballot:  

The standard justification for the secret ballot is that it is necessary in order to prevent 
corruption and coercion from undermining the fairness of elections. The secret ballot 
enables people who want to discuss their vote to do so – they are free to tell anyone 
they want how they voted, and to urge others to vote likewise. Hence, the secret ballot 
is compatible with freedom of expression, including the freedom to ask other people 
how they intend to vote, or how they voted. However, the secret ballot means that 
people are free to refuse to answer such questions, and cannot be legally required to do 
so. Prior to its introduction, voters were faced with efforts to bribe, coerce or intimidate 
them into voting one way or another. The secret ballot does not wholly preclude such 
efforts, but it makes them much less likely to succeed and, therefore, much less likely to 
occur. So the standard justification for the secret ballot reflects the important point that 
there is an instrumental justification for the secret ballot, one which … has everything to 
do with the importance of preventing bribery and intimidation from wrecking 
democratic elections (Lever 2012, 24). 

One feature of this passage bears comment. Lever too quickly glosses the matter of how the 

secret ballot can effectively mitigate “efforts to bribe, coerce or intimidate” voters and remain 

fully compatible with freedom of speech and expression. The secret ballot is indeed consistent 

with free speech in that it works indirectly. Rather than prohibiting anyone from speaking, even 

to issue threats or make bribes (offers), it simply renders such utterances ineffective. Crucially, 
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however, it does that, and thereby secures free electoral choice, only by imposing constraints 

on the speech of voters specifically by undermining the grounds of credibility.18 

Schelling (1960 19,148) nicely illuminated this dynamic. He first stresses that the secret 

ballot works by distributing access to information.19 It immunizes a voter from both bribes 

(promises, offers) and intimidation (threats) by depriving her of credible evidence that she cast 

her vote in one way or another. In short, it prevents her from establishing whether or not she 

has complied with the demand made by anyone who offers to pay her off or threatens to 

punish her. So while, as Lever claims, voters remain “free to tell anyone they want how they 

voted,” the secrecy of voting clouds the credibility of their claims. This is especially important in 

the present context because the relevant forms of electoral corruption - offers and threats - 

function conditionally; they commit those who advance them to reward or punish the voter 

contingent on how the latter casts her vote. 

Schelling then makes a second important observation. The secrecy of voting effectively 

immunizes voters from bribes and intimidation only when it is compulsory, leaving the voter 

                                                      
18  Recall that, as noted above, Thompson (2002) tacitly endorses just such a dynamic. Focusing specifically 

on instances of vote buying Elster (2013, 9) put it this way: “From the point of view of democratic theory ... 
the crucial question is whether the citizen can credibly communicate her vote to a prospective vote buyer, 
since if she cannot he will not pay for it.”  

From the point of legal theory all this clearly raises concerns regarding free speech. These are 
mitigated substantially if, following Fiss (1996), we justify free speech and infringements upon it on 
democratic rather than libertarian grounds. It is beyond our current remit to defend this position at length 
here. It is important to note, however, that this way of justifying free speech in terms of consequences of 
speech for democratic practices and institutions rather than pre-political right to “expression,” comports well 
with our focus on non-domination. As Shapiro (2012, 334) it: “The institutional challenge is to police the 
potential for domination via democratic constraints but to do this as unobtrusively as possible.” 
19 In his brief for the importance, theoretical and practical, of “institutional design writ small” Vermeule 

(2007, 8-10) underscores how the various mechanisms he examines work by distributing the availability of 
information. In this sense Schelling’s interpretation of the secret ballot as an information-distributing device 
makes clear that it is an exemplar of what Vermeule is addressing, albeit one he does not mention. See, 
however, Vermeule (2015). 
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virtually no discretion. “[She] not only may vote in secret but [she] must if the system is to 

work.” 20 The voter must be denied any means of validating her vote. Here, for instance, the 

distinctive features of the specifically Australian (as opposed to the generic “secret”) ballot, 

namely the uniformity of officially supplied and monitored ballots, emerges as crucially 

important. If all ballots are indistinguishable, and if presumably disinterested government 

officials replace party agents in the balloting process, “secrecy” is enhanced because it becomes 

considerably more difficult for a voter to signal how she has voted and for interested observers 

to discriminate between ballots cast for one party rather than others.21 

Both of Schelling’s observations help us appreciate the strategic structure of the secret 

ballot. Notice first that the mechanism at work involves depriving voters of the capacity to 

credibly convey information about their actions and, thereby, of their freedom to either sell 

their vote or succumb to intimidation. Notice too that the mechanism will operate effectively 

only when all voters are compelled to comply with it. Both features clearly inoculate voters 

against domination. Crucially, they both do so by restricting what the voter is free to do.22 In 

this sense effective secrecy operates by offsetting the asymmetries of resources and power that 

inform bribes (promises, offers) and coercion (threats) with an informational asymmetry that 

neither the voter nor those who hope to influence her vote can easily overcome. Secrecy works 

                                                      
20  Compare: “Voting is effectively secret only if secrecy is obligatory, not optional” (Przeworski 2015, 101). 

This turns out to be a demanding condition. For example: “In contemporary Spain, voters retrieve sheets 
containing party lists from an open table at their polling place. They can retreat into an enclosed booth to 
cast their ballot. But they are not required to vote in secret and many vote in the open” (Stokes 2005, 317n6). 
Such incomplete secrecy informs the basic assumption in Stokes’ model of vote buying. 
21 See Ware (2000, 8-9) and Brent (2006, 44-45) on this point. 
22 In other words, the secret ballot is one way of institutionalizing “the paradox that power to constrain an 

adversary may depend on the power to bind oneself” (Schelling 1960, 22). On this phenomenon more 
generally see Elster (1979). 
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to enhance freedom of electoral choice just insofar as it equalizes the participants. In so doing 

secrecy deflates the sort of “perverse accountability” that plagues corrupt electoral systems.23 

When it is effectively implemented, then, the secret ballot helps sustain not just freedom of 

choice in the ways noted above but political equality and the sort of democratic accountability 

that, in tandem, freedom and equality underwrite.24 

It also is important to note that secrecy in voting is threatened by, rather than 

congruent with privacy in voting.25 This is pressing given the sorts of examples we mentioned 

earlier. Those examples underscore how, somewhat paradoxically, the effectiveness of secret 

voting depends for its effectiveness on the public context in which it occurs. 

The very publicity of the voting process makes the secret vote possible. Together with 
the requisite technology, voting officials recruited from different political parties, 
monitoring the voters and each other, are guarantors of the secret ballot (Elster 2013, 
8).26 

                                                      
23 “Democratic accountability usually means that voters know, or can make good inferences about, what 

parties have done in office and reward or punish them conditional on these actions. But when parties know, 
or can make good inferences about, what individual voters have done in the voting booth and reward or 
punish them conditional on these actions, this is perverse accountability. We usually think of accountability in 
democratic systems as a good thing: it means that voters can keep elected officials from misbehaving and 
pressure governments to be more responsive to voters. But perverse accountability is bad for democracy: it 
reduces the pressure on governments to perform well and to provide public goods, keeps voters from using 
elections to express their policy preferences, and undermines voter autonomy” (Stokes 2005, 316).  
24 Thompson (2002) surely would not deny this, yet in his discussion of equality he confines his attention to 

the danger of excluding voters entirely and largely neglects the impact of inequalities within the electoral 
arena itself. 
25 In the larger argument from which the passage borrowed in the text above is taken, Lever (2012) arguably 

obscures this insofar as she is intent on moving beyond the instrumental justification for the secret ballot. 
She advances an additional justification based on the constitutive role of privacy in conceptions of 
democratic citizenship. 
26 Interestingly, Mares details how, in 19th century Germany, implementation of secrecy in voting depended 

not just on the nature of the ballot itself but on such factors as the configuration of the polling place and the 
shape of the urn or ballot box into which voters deposited their ballot. For instance, a tall narrow ballot box 
would make it likely that ballots would pile up in the order they were cast. By keeping track of the order in 
which voters voted, an interested electoral official or party representative could easily compare his list to the 
votes as they were read off during the count (Mares 2015, 132-8, 150-1). 
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While we will not pursue this point further here, it underscores the complex conceptual and 

political relation between secret voting and contrasting concepts such as open or public or 

private or anonymous voting.27 If we aim to grasp the conditions under which the secret ballot 

works to effectively protect voters from inducements and intimidation, it is crucial that we see 

it as a public institution. 

 

 

Table 1. Strategies to Dominate Voters by Type and Target 

 

 

Individuals 

 

Individuals Identified 
as Group Members Groups 

 

Positive Inducement 

(Promises, Offers) 

 

Vote Buying 

(Targeted Offers) 

 

Turnout Buying 

 

Campaign Promises 

 

Negative Inducement 

(Threats) 

 

Voter Intimidation 

(Targeted Threats) 

 

Turnout Suppression 

 

 

Campaign Warnings or 
Predictions 

(Diffuse Threats) 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
27 In the opening paragraph of his criticism of secret ballot, for instance, Sturgis (2005) runs these various 

distinctions together in unhelpful ways. 
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5: The Secret Ballot – What Is It Good For? 

The ‘secret ballot’ may seem like a quite remarkable instrument for mitigating 

corruption and promoting democratic principles and outcomes.  Despite its ubiquity and 

apparent simplicity, however, the secret ballot is effective only under quite restricted 

conditions. In order to answer this question posed in the section heading, then, we need to 

map the sorts of problems – the varieties of electoral corruption – voters might encounter. And 

we then must ask which of those problems might be remedied by implementing the secret 

ballot. That done, we will briefly consider what additional institutional mechanisms might 

complement mitigate forms of domination in the electoral arena against which the secret ballot 

predictably is ineffective. 

In recent years empirical inquiry into electoral malfeasance the importance of several  

factors: (i) the diversity of agents who might seek to influence voters, (ii) the range of strategies 

they might adopt in so doing, and (iii) the dynamic substitution effects among such strategies in 

the face of reforms such as the imposition of secret voting aimed at curtailing malfeasance 

(Mares & Young 2016).28 As a point of departure researchers differentiate strategies aimed at 

influencing voter choice from forms of electoral “fraud, which involves circumventing rather 

than influencing voter choices” (Mares & Young 2016, 269). The most obvious example of fraud 

would be tampering with ballot boxes once the vote has been taken – either by “stuffing” or 

“losing” them. Researchers then differentiate between “positive” and “negative” strategies for 

influencing voters.  The mechanism animating positive strategies consists of offers or promises 

whereas the mechanism animating negative strategies consist in threats. If we project the 

                                                      
28 In this sense, it resembles the approach taken by legal scholars such as Karlan (1994). 
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positive-negative distinction across the three ways of conceptualizing those at whom 

inducements are aimed – individual voters, individual voters as members of identifiable groups, 

and groups of voters -  we arrive at the two-by-three categorization depicted in TABLE ONE.29 

This allows us to sort voter inducement strategies in a way that is useful for identifying domain 

over which secret voting is possibly effective. The point is to show that while extremely 

effective in some circumstances, the secret ballot is a predictably ineffective remedy for other, 

related, arguably more prevalent and important problems. In that sense, it minimally needs to 

be supplemented in any plausible strategy of electoral reform. But in any case, the obvious 

lesson is that claims that the secret ballot is a necessary let alone sufficient feature of all 

democratic decision-making are illusory. 

Start with the top cell in the furthest right column. Here we encounter what we might 

think of as diffuse offers or, simply, campaign promises.30 Candidates make such offers not to 

individuals one-by-one but to the electorate as a whole or some considerable portion of it. In so 

doing they address the self-regarding interests of voters in hopes of inducing voters to give 

their votes in return. Hence, in 1988 “Read my lips! No new taxes!” was an offer George H. W. 

Bush made to the entire electorate, one that (in light of certain sorts of belief) a significant 

                                                      
29 Here we are adapting the distinction Karlan (1994) draws in her analysis of “trafficking in votes” between 

“retail” and “wholesale” transactions. The former involve agents targeting particularistic inducements serially 
to individual voters. The latter involve agents making promises or offers diffusely, targeting broad 
constituencies more or less simultaneously. In the American context, for instance, the legal status of vote 
trafficking activities depends on which of the two categories they fall into. Specific efforts at vote buying 
(“retail” transactions) are legally proscribed while general promises made during campaigns (“wholesale” 
inducements) and addressed to an entire constituency or some segment of it are seen as constitutionally 
protected speech [Brown v. Hartlage 456 U.S. 45 (1982)]. We are less interested here in the legal issues than 
with how Karlan’s distinction between types of message helps illuminate the domain of problems over which 
the secret ballot may or may not afford an effective remedy. 

30 This is the appropriate category for what Karlan (1994, 1467) calls “vote-buying campaign 

promises.”  
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number of voters could plausibly take to be in their own economic self-interest.31 Now, voters 

obviously may be credulous, or blinded by ideology, or driven by ethnic/religious/racial 

insecurity or animus. They may thus be lead to believe promises that are radically implausible 

(Say, “we are going to build a wall and Mexico is going to pay for it!”). And they may vote 

accordingly. This is the sort of electoral behavior that Brennan and Pettit find toxic. And in 

specific instances we surely might agree with them. But we do so because such behavior is a 

departure from an otherwise un-troubling electoral interaction. It is difficult, in other words, to 

see diffuse promises as a problem with rather than a significant part of the point of elections. 

So, it is not evident that the secret ballot is at all relevant to such communication just insofar as 

it is not a form of corruption. 

We start to have qualms as we shift attention leftwards. If we consider the top cell of 

the left-most column we encounter the paradigmatic category of vote buying. This consists of a 

particularistic or targeted offer in which a party or candidate or broker pays a specific voter for 

her vote. This is distinct from the strategy located in the top cell of the center column. Here we 

encounter the classic case of turnout buying in which a party or candidate or broker pays a 

voter, on the presumption that she is a likely supporter, to go to the polls. In either instance, 

the party or candidate is making the voter an offer.32 And in both instances, we have reason to 

think the interaction somehow illicit. 

                                                      
31 Obviously, one might have interpreted that as a public-regarding offer if, for example, one thought that 

holding the line on taxes would enhance the business climate, thereby making for more robust investment 
and entrepreneurialism which, in turn would redound to the benefit of all.  
32 We focus here solely on offers (bribes) a candidate or party might offer to get voters to do some thing – 

vote or turn out. But it clearly is the case that they might offer voters a bribe to not go to the polls (what we 
might call abstention buying).  In the latter instance, we are dealing with “traffic in nonvoting” (Karlan 1994, 
1465). It may matter for purposes of legal inquiry whether I pay someone to stay home or intimidate them 
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In recent years there has been a sharp disagreement over whether parties engaged in 

“distributive politics” aim to buy votes or turnout (Stokes 2005; Nichter 2008). As the 

arguments are formulated, however, these phenomena share a basic premise - voters are 

offered “particularistic benefits.” Both sorts of offer occupy the particularistic or targeted 

category.  Studies of both phenomena – vote buying and turnout buying – stress a crucial 

feature, namely that partisan agents or their brokers have reliable local knowledge regarding 

the groups that make up the relevant electorate. They know, in other words, the probability 

that an individual whose vote they offer to buy is a strong or weak supporter of this or that 

party. Or, in the case of turnout buying, they know that if an individual is (say) a member of this 

or that religious, socio-economic, linguistic, ethnic or racial group, how likely it is that they will 

support one or another party. So, clearly, information is important for both phenomena. 

In each case the availability of that information, or at least the capacity to bring it to 

bear in combination with particular material resources, constitutes an institutional 

shortcoming. Insofar as vote buying presumes – as in Stokes (2005) - that parties can monitor 

how voters cast their ballots, the secrecy of the ballot fails. This can be a design failure (as in 

hybrid ballot formats that violate Schelling’s condition of compulsory secrecy) or it can be due 

to opportunism, as voters or party agents seek to exploit institutional loopholes for their own 

advantage. But that failure can be remedied by a consistent implementation of the Australian 

Ballot depriving voters of their ability to credibly reveal their vote. Likewise, insofar as turnout 

buying presumes that party elites can discern whether voters go to the polls – as in Nichter 

                                                      
into doing so. For analytical purposes, however, it makes no difference. The aim in either instance is to 
suppress turnout. 
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(2008) – it means either that voting is not compulsory or that compulsory voting requirements 

are imperfectly enforced. If, due to compulsory voting, virtually everyone went to the polls, 

individuals and groups within the electorate would be deprived of their capacity to sell their 

turnout.33  

In both instances – vote buying and turnout buying - the remedy for the relevant 

institutional shortcoming is consists in a shift in informational asymmetries. An effective regime 

of secret voting deprives voters of the ability to credibly reveal their actual vote. And a 

consistently implemented regime of compulsory voting deprives voters of their ability to 

credibly claim that they went to the polls in the first place because of the inducements on offer. 

Despite the underlying similarity both between vote buying and turnout buying and between 

the remedies for the two forms of interference, a crucial temporal difference sets the two 

activities apart. Vote buying is aimed at activity once a voter is at the polls, turnout buying is 

aimed at getting her there in the first place. While an effectively implemented secret ballot can 

dampen vote buying it offers no purchase if we confront the problem of turnout buying. It is 

therefore unsurprising that, when faced with reforms aimed at making ballots secret, agents 

bent on interfering with vote choice shifted strategies and sought instead to buy turnout.34 

Consider now the lower row of Table One, starting from the left-hand column and 

including as well the bottom cell in the center column. Here we encounter coercion or 

intimidation directed at some individual. In simplest form, such a targeted threat takes this 

                                                      
33 They would still be able to sell their abstention. But the going price would have to exceed whatever 

penalty was set by relevant compulsory voting laws. We do not pursue here the interaction effects between 
voting secrecy and compulsory voting. 
34 Kamm (2016); Kuo and Teorell (2016). 
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form: “If you go to the polls or if you vote for candidate x, I will fire or evict or beat you.” In 

contemporary American politics, they take somewhat more subtle forms: “If you go to the polls 

we will challenge your registration or we will report you to the authorities for trying to vote 

illegally.” If we shift attention to more specialized electoral arena – union certification elections 

in the United States – current law proscribes such targeted threats, typically threats to fire this 

or that individual for supporting union certification. Insofar as the secret ballot prevents a voter 

from revealing how she actually cast her vote, it would in general elections for government 

officials provide some measure of protection against this sort of threat.  In the workplace, 

however, the employee might well be fired before having the opportunity to vote. Hence the 

secret ballot would afford little or no protection. Likewise, in general elections, the secret ballot 

affords scant protection against threats or intimidation that are conditional on merely going to 

the polls. If voting is not compulsory, or if compulsory voting is ineffectively enforced, threats 

from partisan agents or their brokers gain traction simply because it can readily be ascertained 

who does and who does not turn out to vote. 

Finally, we come to the bottom cell in the far-right column where we encounter the 

matter of diffuse threats, often parading in the more benign guise of predictions or warnings. 

Here again we find a pointed example of this category in the context of union certification 

elections in the United States (Orr 2011; 2012, 313-14). Employers adopt various tactics in 

hopes of deterring union formation. In the vast majority of cases employers hold “captive 

audience meetings” on work time at which executives offer workers “predictions” about the 

consequences of forming a union. Such “predictions” clearly are formulated in ways that skirt 

the legal prohibition against employers making “threat[s] of reprisal or force or promise of 
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benefit,” during certification. One prediction managers commonly make is that they anticipate 

having to close or relocate the plant should workers vote to form a union.35 Notice that the 

threat here is not that bosses will fire this or that individual. It is addressed to workers as a 

group with the aim of instilling fear they all will lose their livelihood entirely.  

Other common union avoidance tactics share this structure. They involve predictions or 

warnings, for instance, that working conditions will deteriorate should workers form a union. 

These predictions incorporate a variety of claims - that organizing efforts create a hostile 

relationship with management that will persist if the union prevails; that collective bargaining 

will mean that workers may lose current pay levels and benefits; and that if it is formed the 

union will force workers to strike and collect hefty union dues. None of these thinly veiled 

threats are directed at individuals. They are leveled at workers as a group. They are actions or 

consequences that employers “predict” will follow if employees vote to unionize and that will 

negatively impact all of the workers, not as a consequence of the actions of any identifiable 

individual, but due to a decision of the majority. 

The secret ballot is ineffective in the face of such diffuse threats. If an employer carried 

out a threat to close or move a plant in response to unionization all workers bear the 

consequences regardless of their individual vote choice. The purpose of predicting plant closing 

and other dire eventualities is to dampen support for the union and intimidate workers in a 

manner that the secret ballot does nothing to prevent.  

                                                      
35 This occurs in more than 57% of certification campaigns. Employers issue such threats most often in 

manufacturing industries where capital is mobile (71% of campaigns) but they also do so regularly in what we 
think of as “non-mobile” sectors such as retail (58% of campaigns) and hospitality (33% of campaigns). 
[Citation?] 
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Out six-fold classification may well be too course-grained to capture the nuances of 

electoral corruption. It nevertheless does make clear an underlying point. In some instances, 

namely the sorts of targeted threats and offers located in the left-most column of the table, 

properly designed secret voting is crucially important. That said, the secret ballot hardly is a 

panacea for the sorts of corrupt practices that plague voting in democratic elections. It is more 

or less beside the point if we are concerned primarily with turnout buying or more diffuse 

threats. And, at least when confronting attempts to buy or suppress turnout, the most obvious 

institutional remedy revolves around compulsory voting. We have had little to say on that 

score. But both the secret ballot and compulsory voting are effective, in their appropriate 

domains, precisely because they alleviate certain sorts of informational problems that plague 

electoral competition. 

6: [The Missing] Conclusion  
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